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Desire and pleasure in
foucault

The Will to Knowledge’s conclusion:
towards a queer policy of pleasures

By Antoine Alario

T

he Will to Knowledge’s last pages (Foucault 2015a:734–
736) are puzzling in many ways: in a formal one, they
are written within a very non-Foucauldian tone, within a
nearly-prophetical register, as shown by the tense of the
verbs, conjugated in the futural; two times, the futurist
claim “one day” occurs in the text, indexed with the adverb “perhaps”, strengthening the temporal imprecision
and the theoretical ambiguity of the excerpt. In a thematic
way, those pages introduce an unexpected tension, between desire and pleasures, which is not demonstrated but
assumed, and seems to arrive out of nowhere. My paper
proposes to throw light on this conclusion.
The puzzling dimension of these pages might be the
reason why the tension desire–pleasure is studied by few
French Foucault scholars, although this tension seems really important for his thinking. Let’s take some examples
to illustrate this phenomenon: most of the literature published nowadays on Foucault doesn’t discuss the matter
desire and pleasure; the anthology recently published,
Michel Foucault: éthique et vérité (1980-1984)(Lorenzini
et al. 2015a) [ethics and truth], which nevertheless focuses on “the last Foucault”, who interests us now, doesn’t
contain any paper on these notions. Also, the Dictionnaire
Foucault (Revel 2007) doesn’t provide any definition for
the words “Desire” and “Pleasure”, and the recent works of
leading French Foucault scholars don’t look at them either
(Gros 2006; Sforzini 2014). One last point is that, in general, the French research on the tension ‘desire–pleasure’
only gives us access to articles and books studying it in
relation to psychoanalysis (David-Ménard 2011; Allouch
1999), although psychoanalysis is radically criticized by
the foucaldian history of sexuality. I’ll focus on this ten10

sion in Foucault’s work itself, without comparing it to
psychoanalysis.
This desire–pleasure tension deserves our attention as
Foucault himself talks about it, after The Will to Knowledge,
as an “important matter”, which the researchers don’t seem
to care enough about. One mustn’t forget that this tension
was the topic of the course given by Foucault in São Paulo
(Foucault 2015d:1499–1500), one year before The Will to
Knowledge, in which Foucault opposed the scientia sexualis, whose task will be to explain the sexual behaviour relying on desire (I will come back to this concept later), and
the ars erotica, in which, at the opposite, the matter consists in overwhelming sexuality towards an intense point of
pleasure. Thus, this tension seems to be very important for
Foucault’s thought, as noticed by his American commentator, David Halperin, without studying it further : “the
distinction between desire and pleasure […] is at the heart
of Foucault’s thought” (Halperin 2000:105).
It can thus be very fruitful to throw light on The Will
to Knowledge’s conclusion, allowing us to fulfil this lack in
actual research. Another point, more philosophical, is exposing a political dimension of pleasures, which could give
us access to an original philosophy of pleasures, allowing a
new conceptualization of them, different from their usual
ethical or metaphysical meanings.
By shedding light on this conclusion, I also attempt
to explain the controversy it started, especially with the
Deleuze letter addressed to Foucault, “Désir et plaisir”
(Deleuze 1994), written right after Foucault wrote The
Will to Knowledge, in which Deleuze exposes the philosophical problems of this book, and of its conclusion:
“how can pleasures act as counter-powers, and how does

Foucault conceptualize them?” (Deleuze 1994:62). The
controversial dimension of Foucault’s conclusion has been
strengthened by Judith Butler’s article “Revisiting ‘Bodies
and Pleasures’” (Butler 1990), in which she tries to demonstrate the philosophical inefficiency of this conclusion.
To reach this goal, I will use a critical exegesis method,
from a fundamentally heterogeneous corpus. Indeed, I
won’t hesitate analysing, using the Foucauldian works,
published books, and his courses at the Collège de France,
as well as the many articles and interviews compiled in the
French editions of the Dits et écrits (Foucault 2001;2005b).
Further, I will deal with the different material Foucault
used to deploy his thought exactly the same way, because I
need to show the logic of this tension as much within the
academical works of Foucault as within his intimate relation with his own actuality (I will explain this Foucauldian
concept of actuality later in this paper), of which only the
Dits et écrits can give an account. I will thus be able to
clarify The Will to Knowledge’s conclusion with the texts
which succeeded it.
I will use this method according to three moments: at
first, I will try illuminating this conclusion using The Will
to Knowledge itself, to give a better understanding of its
complexity and its problems. I will then have to elaborate
on this tension, catching its deployment throughout the
history of sexuality, and to measure the extent in which
this history can give an account of it. I will finally be able
to propose Foucault’s concept of actuality as a key to understand The Will to knowledge’s conclusion.
I. The political dimension of pleasures : a problematical tension
As I am intending to render more intelligible the last pages
of The Will to knowledge, is it not so that the reading of this
work allow me to do so? Indeed, this book enables us to
understand the final tension between desire and pleasures
as the result of two main moments in the text. First, exposing the two core concepts of dispositif1 and resistance,
and second, already evoked, opposing scientia sexualis and
ars erotica.
Indeed, the tension between dispositif and resistance is
crucial in understanding that of desire and pleasure. The
dispositif takes an important place in The Will to Knowledge,
as its fourth part is dedicated to it; nevertheless, it is hard
to find a clear definition of it. This concept is, by the way,
central in Foucault’s thought, and has been studied many
times (Raffnsøe 2008). I will just give a minimal notion
of it, as it is not the purpose of my work: a dispositif is a
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concept’s willingness to be heterogeneous, designating a
plurality of structures such as discourses, practices, institutions and geographical determinations linked to a specific
historical problem. For instance, the dispositif of education
would designate and help to think, throughout a defined
period, all the speeches, practices, and institutions related to the subject of education: The whole literature concerning this subject as well as the buildings where convey
education takes place, as well as the actions related to this
topic (the teacher going to school, the pupil doing homework, the parent punishing the child, and so on). I can add
that a Foucauldian dispositif is necessarily normalizing: it is
about conveying models, patterns, through the structures
of discourses and institutions, which totally determine the
way people behave, act and think according to a particular
problem. Considering sexuality, we have a particular way
of thinking of it, of behaving (of making love, of dating,
and so on), and it is determined by the specific dispositif of
sexuality we are living in.
The dispositif of sexuality must thus allow to describe
the heterogeneous totality related to the phenomenon of
sexuality, as it is the topic of Foucault’s history.
What is, then, the dispositif of sexuality? How can we
describe it? The point of this Foucauldian history seems to
be about answering this question, and I can define this dispositif, in relation to our topic, marked by a will to knowledge inherited from Christianity, whose object is the truth
of desire – meaning the will to understand what desire is,
to extract truth from desire by investigating it (through
the method of confession, for instance, to make the desire
express itself in order to grasp its truth). The dispositif of
sexuality must then allow us to understand the plurality of
speeches, practices and institutions which common point
is the will to state the truth of desire, and through it the
truth of the subject. For what is ‘desire’, this firstly stoic
concept born in the first centuries (Foucault 2014)? It is
the subject’s principle of intelligibility, thanks to which the
subject can be understood in the truth of his being. Now
I see why psychoanalysis, in this history, is the target of a
strong criticism, as it is completely part of this tradition,
of this dispositif willingness to say the truth of the subject,
especially through confession.
But this dispositif’s description is not enough, otherwise the pleasures would never have to come up in the
book. This concept is quickly put vis-à-vis with another
one, resistance – “where there is power, there is resistance”
(Foucault 2015a:685). We can’t properly analyze the strategies of a power, the mechanisms of a dispositif without
taking into account the necessary points of resistance re11
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siding in it. For Foucault, this is a methodological rule in
order to understand the power as involved in every dispositif: relations of power and relations of resistance are
the “irreducible opposites” (Foucault 2015a:686). So if the
dispositif – in general – is the source of relations of power,
as it effectuates strategies throughout a set of force relations – here, to tell the desire’s truth – then we also have to
understand the relations of resistance facing it.
I can already show why, methodologically, Foucault
couldn’t be satisfied with just describing this dispositif, referring to desire as the object of the will to knowledge;
why he also needed to understand the facing points of resistance. But why, precisely, should this resisting function
be attributed to pleasures? Why this hypothesis of pleasures
as possible points of resistance to the dispositif of sexuality?
It is possible to understand why this function is attributed to pleasures thanks to the second moment I
talked about: the opposition between scientia sexualis and
ars erotica. I have already mentioned the course given by
Foucault in São Paul one year earlier, in which he precisely
opposes those two conceptions, respectively Western and
Eastern, of the relation to sex – an opposition retaken in
the third part of the book. Even before describing the main
characteristics of the scientia sexualis, within the project of
a description of the dispositif of sexuality, Foucault opposes
to it a counter-power, the one of the ars erotica, defined
as a truth produced by the pleasure, as an experience of
which we have to know the duration and the intensity, at
the reversal of a science founded on the investigation of
soul and consciousness:
In the erotic art, truth is drawn from pleasure itself,
understood as a practice and accumulated as an experience […] ; it is experienced as pleasure, evaluated in
terms of its intensity, its specific quality, its durations,
its reverberations in the body and the soul. (Foucault
2015a:657)
I find that this tension between scientia sexualis and ars
erotica, as hypothetical as it might be, motivates the conclusion of the book. Thus, Foucault needs to imagine the
points of resistance to the dispositif of sexuality, using the
opposition he discovered.
Those two elements inside the book allow us to understand both the intervention of pleasures as points of
resistance, and their hypothetical dimension, because
Foucault can only imagine, based on his researches, that
these could be alternatives to the dispositif of sexuality, as
they aren’t effective yet. The opposition between desire and
12
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pleasure thus becomes an opposition between dispositif
and resistance.
Even if we now understand better the grounds of this
desire–pleasure tension, it remains problematic: as underlined by Deleuze in his letter. We don’t understand what
Foucault means with his enigmatic concept of “pleasure”,
even if we know it’s at the source of the ars erotica, because
he doesn’t give a good explanation of it. We don’t understand how pleasure can oppose desire; how it can make a
force of resistance, strong enough to get rid of either.
Hence, as shown by Butler in “Revisiting ‘Bodies
and Pleasures’”, this duality between desire and pleasure
can only lead to a reversal of one dispositif, into another:
if, as suggested by Foucault, we could ever succeed in
“counter[ing] the grips of power with the claims of bodies,
pleasures, and knowledge, in their multiplicity and their
possibility of resistance” (Butler 1999), and thus in breaking away from “the agency of sex”, wouldn’t the result be
a simple change of dispositif, the substitution of the one of
sexuality by the one of pleasures and bodies, neutralizing
then the oppositional force of pleasures? More precisely,
as dispositif and resistance must be the “irreducible opposites”, isn’t it contradictory to think that we can break
away from the dispositif in favour of the only resistance?
There can’t be dispositif without resistance, according to
Foucault’s formula, just as there can’t be resistance without
dispositif: thus pleasures can’t exist without desires, at the
opposite of what is suggested by this conclusion. Butler seeks to demonstrate the inefficiency of this conclusion, beyond the hypothetical dimension of it, equally problematic.
Then, it won’t do to only consider The Will to Knowledge
to try to understand its conclusion, even if the book allows
us to understand its main motivations? Do the modifications in the two last published books of the History of
sexuality allow me to understand it better?
It is indeed possible to read the beginning of The Use
of Pleasure as a big reply to the problem faced few years
ago. Beyond the title of the book, which seems to offer
a clarification of the philosophical use Foucault made of
pleasures, it introduces a new fundamental concept : the
one of aphrodisia. The aphrodisia, introduced for the first
time during the Lesson of the 28th of January 1981, in
Subjectivity and truth (Foucault 2014), is a Greco-Roman
concept Foucault clearly defines in 1984 :
The aphrodisia are acts, gestures, contacts, procuring a
certain form of pleasure. (Foucault 2015b:769)
The aphrodisia are thus defined thanks to their heteroge-

neous dimension, as they make thinkable a multiplicity of
various phenomena, from aesthetics pleasures to culinary
and sexual ones. The Use of Pleasure and The Care of the Self
propose to study the way the aphrodisia were perceived
and acted by Greeks and Romans, relying on the example of three fields of application. The one of the body, of
the alimentary regimentation, as pleasures were thought
as a way to feed (The Use of Pleasure, ch.II; The Care of the
Self, ch.IV). The one of women, of marriage and couples,
as pleasures were also thought through the marital relationship (The Use of Pleasure, ch.III; The Care of the Self,
ch.V). Finally the one of the boys, of the relationships between the man and the boys, the erastês and the erômenos,
as they were the object of a real ethical concern (The Use of
Pleasure, ch.IV; The Care of the Self, ch.VI).
I should also note that, among the remarkable modifications made since the first volume, the aphrodisia are not
opposed to the dispositif of sexuality, nor to the desire, but
more precisely to the “flesh”, a word used by Foucault to
designate the Christian experience of sexuality, borrowing
this Christian concept founded on the assimilation of the
body and the flesh, of the impure movements inside the
sinful material.
Am I then in position to conclude that Foucault’s perspective has radically changed, that he evacuated the final
hypothesis of The Will to Knowledge? On the contrary, it
appears to me that he deepened it: now he seeks to understand the dispositif of sexuality, drawing its deeper history,
going back to its antique roots. He seeks to understand
what is at the origin of “the birth of desire”, as the principle from which the experiences of the flesh and of modern
sexuality developed. That is why Foucault, from now on,
talks less about sexuality and desire than about flesh, as
flesh is the new historical period (from the beginning of
Christianity) to study in order to draw this history. What
about this transition from pleasures to aphrodisia? This
change follows the same logics : going back to before the
birth of desire (one must remember that Foucault showed
in Subjectivity and truth that the birth of desire occurred
during the first centuries of our era, with Stoicism, before being reused and deepened by Christianity), to when
desire was not used as the principle for subject’s intelligibility. Yet, as I just noticed, the aphrodisia correspond to
this time.
Should I remain with these historical considerations?
What about the goal of The Will to Knowledge which interests me, describing a dispositif and its possible resistances?
It is possible that these modifications act in favour of this
goal, allowing to imagine higher possibilities of resistance
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to the modern dispositif of sexuality, which would not
only deal with spatial variations (as it was the case with ars
erotica, dealing with the difference between Western and
Eastern), but historical ones (as it is now the case with the
difference between Antiquity and modern experience). It
is interesting to notice that, in spite of these modifications,
the pleasures, through their ancient form of aphrodisia, remain the main element allowing resistance.
A question now arises, regarding these modifications:
does this new formulation of the tension as a historical one
between the time of aphrodisia and the time of flesh enable us to give an account of the conclusion of The Will to
Knowledge? Does the history of sexuality, carried on with
The Use of Pleasure and The Care of the Self, allow us to
show the philosophical meaning of the original tension
between desire and pleasures ?
II. The history of sexuality: ethical substances and
actuality
The history of sexuality, as began in The Will to Knowledge,
and continued in the already quoted Course at the Collège
de France, Subjectivity and truth, enables a historical study
of the aphrodisia. But, from there, doesn’t the point turn
into a purely historical one ? It appears so while reading the two last published volumes, the goal of which
are, according to Frédéric Gros, to “describe inflexions”
(Foucault 2015d:1539), that is to say to give an account
of the notable historical changes between classical Greece
and the two first centuries of our era, in the use and perception of aphrodisia. But these historical elements don’t
allow us to understand their philosophical extent, which
motives me to better understand the conclusion of The
Will to Knowledge.
But what exactly is the role of the desire–pleasure tension within the history of sexuality? I have to understand
this point before inferring the insufficiency of the history
of sexuality in making it intelligible. This was a core tension in the first volume of the History of Sexuality, as it allowed us to understand both the dispositif of sexuality and
its counter-power. With the second volume, the tension
becomes historical, as I’ve already underlined, opposing
two periods, an ancient one of the aphrodisia, and a period of the flesh from the two first centuries of our era.
But is the desire–pleasure problem just about a historical
tension?
I think we are justified in saying that this tension is
also about a philosophical one between two wide conceptions of the relations between the subject and its sexual
activity, or two “ethical substances”. The concept of ethantoine alario
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ical substance seems essential in order to understand the
becoming of the desire–pleasure tension within the history of sexuality. The concept is elaborated upon in the
introduction of The Use of Pleasure, in the first paragraph
(Foucault 2015b:758–764), where the four modes of subjectivation are defined, meaning the four ways the subject
can define himself as a subject – the history of sexuality is intrinsically linked with a history of subjectivity, as
Foucault first wants to understand how subjects were constituted as subjects before understanding how, as constituted subjects, they were brought to recognize themselves
as subjects of sexuality, continuing what is started in the
first volume (Foucault 2015b:741). This process through
which the subject constitutes himself, turns himself into a
subject, Foucault calls subjectivation.
Subjectivation is done through four steps one must
follow to become a subject. First, the determination of the
ethical substance. Second, the mode of subjection. Third,
the ethical work, and finally the telos of the ethical subject. How does the subject constitute himself as an ethical
subject? For starters, what the subject transforms must be
determined, his ethical substance, then the way to he subjects himself to rules, before the transition into respecting
those rules, and finally to know the telos, the point according to which all those steps of subjective (or ethical)
transformation are effectuated.
And it is precisely at the level of the first step of subjectivation that the difference between aphrodisia and flesh
turns relevant: each of these experiences can be distinguished as they are relying on two distinct ethical substances,
respectively the aphrodisia, or pleasures, and the desire.
Thus, the ethical substances show how the desire–pleasure
tension has not only become a historical tension, but a
philosophical one, as it is about opposing two ethical ontologies, understood as models of subjectivation, founded
on two distinct ethical substances. This new history of
sexuality, as in Foucault’s project, tells the transformation
of the ethical substance of aphrodisia (determined in The
Use of Pleasure and The Care of the Self) into the one of
desire (determined in the nearly-published volume The
Confessions of the Flesh).
But in spite of the philosophical dimension of this tension, relying on two ethical ontologies, I can see that the
tension remains, as a historical one. Also, to that extent,
this historical dimension doesn’t allow us to fully understand the desire–pleasure tension. It only allows us to understand why pleasures can carry this function, as they are
historically prior to the birth of desire.
Thus, it is impossible to consider only the history of

sexuality in order to understand the tension, as it can only
give us a historical clarification of it. Then, how can I clarify it philosophically? To answer this question, I will make
a methodological detour to understand the philosophical
function of history in Foucault’s theories, as it is within the
history of sexuality that this tension appears: what is the
philosophical aim of this history?
By relying on two of Foucault’s theoretical texts
about his historical method, “Nietzsche, Genealogy,
History” (Foucault 2015c) and “What is Enlightenment
?” (Foucault 2015e), I can say that the Foucauldian history is wholly oriented towards actuality. This is what appears with the 1971 text, in which Foucault comments
on Nietzsche and his conception of the “effective history”,
understood as an anti-finalist and anti-essentialist history.
Yet, one of the points of this history is described as follows:
History has a more important task than to be a handmaiden to philosophy, to recount the necessary birth
of truth and values; it should become a differential
knowledge of energies and failings, heights and degenerations, poisons and antidotes. Its task is to become
a curative science. […] Nietzsche’s version of historical
sense is explicit in its perspective and acknowledges
its system of injustice. Its perception is slanted, being a deliberate appraisal, affirmation, or negation; it
reaches the lingering and poisonous traces in order to
prescribe the best antidote. (Foucault 2015c:1296)
This excerpt seems to be perfectly relevant to my problem:
the goal of history is to determine the “poisons” and “to
prescribe the best antidote”. Yet, isn’t this precisely how we
can understand the logic of The Will to Knowledge? Isn’t it
about determining the poison, that is to say the dispositif
of sexuality, and to propose an antidote, i.e. the bodies
and the pleasures? Far from being a distant comment on
Nietzschean works, this text seems to be, for Foucault, a
program to follow, a program he will remember perfectly
when working on his history of sexuality. That is certainly
the reason why we have guessed that the purpose of The
Will to Knowledge was followed by the later volumes, and
not given up: this purpose is actually that of this whole
history, telling how to break away from the history of
sexuality, from this experience focused on the subject of
desire and the investigation of him. This central problem
within the history of sexuality, allowing us to understand
its philosophical project, invites me to think that this history is indeed oriented towards actuality, the very present
of Foucault, as it is what must be diagnosed in order to
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identify the “evil” and to prescribe the appropriate cure.
This is what Foucault explains in a more precise way
in 1984, commenting on Kant’s text on Enlightenment,
which interests him as it deals with the matter of “pure
actuality” (Foucault 2015e:1382), meaning it deals with
the present time, the living day within its very differential
intensity: “He is looking for a difference: What difference
does today introduce with respect to yesterday?”(Foucault
2015e:1382). What interests Foucault with this text is the
êthos, the attitude understood as particular relationship
with actuality, present. Yet, this relation to actuality allows
Foucault to define precisely his conception of the criticism, his critical ontology:
critique is to be practiced […] as a historical investigation into the events that have led us to constitute
ourselves and to recognize ourselves as subjects of what
we are doing, thinking, saying. In that sense, that criticism […] is genealogical in its point and archaeological in its method. (Foucault 2015e:1393)
This critical ontology could make for our understanding of
the “point” of this historical critique, as it is working in the
history of sexuality. So, what is that point? To understand,
one must understand clearly the distinction between genealogy and archaeology, which is possible thanks to the
enlightening article by Judith Revel, in which she defines
the three Foucauldian “regimes of historicity” (Lorenzini
et al. 2015b). These regimes can be distinguished by to
the different temporaries they deal with: the archaeological
regime relates the past with the past; this is notably what
happens in the last volumes of the History of Sexuality,
when the period of aphrodisia is related with the period of
the flesh, both past. The second regime, called genealogical, relates the past with the present, as it happens in The
Will to Knowledge when Foucault thinks the links between
the 19th century’s scientia sexualis and the psychoanalysis
we know nowadays. Finally, the third regime, which we
can term ethical, relates the present with itself, introduces this particular relation one can have with his actuality,
exemplified by Kant’s attitude towards Enlightenment. It
is immediately interesting to notice that this third regime
might be the one thanks to which we can now designate
the strange form of The Will to Knowledge’s conclusion :
this prophetical, futurist register, isn’t it the one of ethics,
of the attitude establishing a difference between the present and itself, to imagine its possible transformation?
Having made these methodological remarks, what does
the quoted excerpt mean? It means that the Foucauldian
antoine alario
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history, through an archaeological method, is intended
as a critique of our present, of our actuality. The two last
volumes of this history aim, finally, to reach a better understanding of the dispositif described in the first one and,
as I can add thanks to the 1971 text, a better capacity of
inventions of way to resist it.
Before going further, it seems important to clearly define the core concept of actuality, a concept well defined
in the 2015 anthology already quoted, Michel Foucault,
éthique et vérité (1980-1984). Actuality is defined during
the introduction as follows:
The actuality designates, within the Foucauldian «history of systems of thought», the clarification, in a
critical way, of the way according to which the present works differently compared to what preceded it.
(Lorenzini et al. 2015a:22)
Actuality can be understood as a measure of the difference,
and a difference charged with potential, that of transforming the present. The difference contained in the present,
able to transform it, is also what can be called the event,
understood as a differentiation between the instant and
what preceded it. Actuality is, in that sense, made possible
by a critical attitude, an êthos able to catch the difference,
the present as irreducible event.
This detour throughout Foucauldian methodology
finally allows me to assert that the history of sexuality’s
point is its own surpassing in favour of the actuality, of a
reinvented êthos, emancipated from the dispositif of sexuality. In that extent, Foucault’s history seems to be all about
the invention of an actuality of pleasures, of an êthos of
pleasures to resist. But how is that possible? If it is now
clear that the philosophical project of this history aims to
emancipating us from itself, how can this emancipation
happen? I must not forget the critique by Butler: how can
we surpass the dispositif without surpassing at the same
time the resistance?
More radically, I have shown that we cannot fully understand The Will to Knowledge’s conclusion without considering Foucault’s actuality, his own critical relationship
with his present; how can this actuality allow us to understand the political force of pleasures? Moreover, I still
have to answer Deleuze’s question: how can pleasures act
as counter-powers?
III. The actuality of pleasures: a queer policy of
pleasures
From now on, I’ll be focusing on Foucault’s actuality, ai16
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ming to clarify problems arising with the desire–pleasure
tension. To do so, it is not enough to consider the history
of sexuality, but also the Dits et écrits [things said and written](Foucault 2001:2005b), this amount of articles and
interviews said or written by Foucault, constituting the
most relevant testimony of Foucault’s attitude regarding
his actuality.
It is indeed in the Dits et écrits that can be found the
largest occurrence of the word “pleasure” in Foucault’s
works, especially after The Will to Knowledge. The word is
defined for the first – and last – time in a 1978 interview
with Jean le Bitoux, intitled Le gay savoir [the gay knowledge] (Le Bitoux 2005), in which he notably explains that
he chose this word to be substituted to the one of desire, as
it doesn’t have its historical thickness. Pleasure, at the opposite of desire, is hardly definable, precisely because it has
little background (‘desire’ has been used throughout history, whereas pleasure is a kind of ‘virgin’ concept, according
to Foucault). That’s why it’s hard to define pleasure, and
Foucault only describes it as:
an event, an even happening, happening I would say
out of the subject, or at the limit of the subject, or
between two subjects, within this something which is
neither body nor soul, neither outside nor inside (Le
Bitoux 2005:51)
Already in 1978, the pleasure is not a random concept, is
not a simple hypothesis of resistance, as Foucault defines it
using this concept that, as we saw, will become a core one
for his ethical thoughts to come: the event. Defining the
pleasure as an anti-subjective, impersonal event, Foucault
builds a concept to resist to the desire, understood as the
essence of the subject. It is already possible to answer the
Deleuze’s question, about the Foucauldian conception of
pleasure: the pleasure is an impersonal event capable of
resisting to desire, as the essence of the subject. But how,
precisely, can this resistance be effective?
Some articles in the Dits et écrits can be used to answer this question, through the use made by Foucault of
pleasures to think his actuality. Pleasures are indeed associated with a deep criticism of what I could call the modern relational policy. This is what appears in an interview
from 1981, “The Social Triumph of the Sexual Will: A
Conversation with Michel Foucault” (Foucault 2005c), in
which Foucault exposes the following thesis :
We now live in a relational world which has been considerably impoverished by institutions. Society and

institutions, which make its frame, have limited the
possibility of relations, because a rich relational world
would be extremely complicated to manage. We must
fight against this impoverishment of the relational
field. (Foucault 2005c:1128–1129)
The following political point is made: it is about resisting
to a modern dispositif of normalization of behaviours, of
adjusting relations to a very reduced range of relations;
“the marital relations and the familial ones” (Foucault
2005c:1128), mainly. This is the big poison diagnosed by
Foucault within his actuality, and the thought antidote
is doubtlessly the use of pleasures: in this same article,
Foucault explains that the use of “friendship relations”
(Foucault 2005:1129) allows to enrich the relational spectra, to resist to predefined and normalizing schemes. And
what is friendship? Foucault provides a very relevant definition of it in an interview from 1981, “Friendship as a
way of life” (Foucault 2005a):
a relationship that is still formless, which is friendship:
that is to say, the sum of everything through which they
can give each other pleasure. (Foucault 2005a:983)
The pleasure is here associated with two key elements of
Foucauldian critique: the capacity of resisting an impoverished relational world and, to do such a thing, the use
of invention, of creation of new ways of life. Friendship,
as defined by its double capacity to provoke pleasure and
to feel some, allows the renewal of relational schemes, for
instance the relationship between “two men of noticeably
different ages” (Foucault 2005a:983). It is a relationship
“to invent” entirely, as it doesn’t correspond to anything
within the modern dispositif of relational schemes.
This is all the appeal of gay ways of life according to
Foucault, being capable of enriching the relational spectra,
containing this very force of resistance. This is notably what
he analyses with the invention of the S/M relation, or with
the fist-fucking – so many practices invented in the gay
milieux and capable of provoking real effects of resistance
thanks to the invention of new pleasures, of new relationships. In an interview from 1984, Foucault analyses the
S/M as “the real creation of new possibilities of pleasure,
that we had not imagined before”, as it invents “new possibilities of pleasures by using strange parts of the body –
eroticizing this body” (Foucault 2005d:1556–1557). This
corresponds to what Foucault calls the “desexualisation of
pleasure”, it is to say the pleasure emancipated from the
sex, as a dispositif normalizing sexual practices, centering
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them around the genital orgasm. This effect of desexualization is made possible by transversal practices, marginal,
including the use of drugs. This is what Thierry Voeltzel
explains in the book he wrote with Foucault about their
marginal relationship, Vingt ans et après [Twenty years and
after](Voeltzel 2014): the amyl nitrate consumed during
a sexual relationship provokes an effect of desexualization, as “everything becomes a zone of pleasure” (Voeltzel
2014:105), and not only the genital organs any more. Yet,
it is precisely to this kind of experience Foucault invites
us, with his criticisms of modern relational policy. The
stake is to “create new pleasures” (Foucault 2005d:1557),
to “reopen affective and relational potentialities” (Foucault
2005a:985); which is precisely what gay ways of life are
doing, according to Foucault.
The concept of potentiality is interesting because it allows the overlap of the one of actuality, which is central:
the point is about living our actuality fully, resisting to the
dispositif which prevent the development of its potentialities. This criticism of actuality is both ethical and political:
political in its effects of resistance, and ethical in its basements because it is about constituting ourselves into gay
êthos, even more precisely, into queer.
I can indeed use the concept worked by Halperin in
Saint Foucault (Halperin 2000) to better understand these
critiques : in this book, Halperin comments what he calls
the “queer policy of Michel Foucault”, defining the queer
as a position – an êthos, could I say – which takes its meaning from opposing the norm. The concept insists on the
capacity to always be situated out of the norm, this poison
of dispositif, and to resist it. Finally, advocating an actuality
of pleasures – the invention and the development of new
pleasures as new relational practices in order to extend the
possibilities contained in the present – Foucault invites
to a queer-becoming, to the development of a queer êthos
against normalizing dispositifs.
Nevertheless, I wish to criticize this queer theory developed in Saint Foucault, and these criticisms can allow us to answer the Butler’s article. In his later article
in 2003, “The Normalization of Queer Theory”(Halperin
2003), Halperin himself returns to his work, condemning
the progressive normalization of the queer theory, and
the paradoxical effect of it. The main problem noticed by
Halperin consists in this normalization of the marginality,
following an ironical process provoked by the enthusiasm
of queer theory: in the past, gay people had to apologize
for not being heterosexual enough; now they have to apologize for not being queer enough! To Halperin, this need
not be termed progress.
antoine alario
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This critique overlaps with that of Butler when she
warns that we can’t get rid of the dispositif in favour of
the resistance, as one does not exist without the other: the
queer only exists opposed to the norm.
The problem of her critique actually comes from the
fact that dispositif and resistance are put on the same level,
and are only considered on the base of a political vis-àvis. Yet, the interest of the “last” of Foucault’s works consists in having enriched this political problem with ethical
considerations from the end of the 1970s. Indeed, how
can pleasures act as counter-powers? I can now answer
Deleuze: by acting in the creation of queer ways of life,
understood as local centres of resistance, which are not
situated at the same level as the dispositif. The dispositif
corresponds to a global level, whereas the ways of life can
only act at a local one: the ambition of queer ways of life
in Foucault does not consist in overthrowing the dispositif,
or substituting it, but in opposing local strategies of resistance to it.
Indeed, queer people do not resist by taking to arms,
destroying, literally, the symbols of heteronormativity, but
by meeting up in saunas, by experimenting new pleasures
in “La Fistinière”, by forming relationships different from
the ones described by the heteronormative dispositif.
This is a consideration Butler did not see while commenting on The Will to Knowledge’s conclusion relying
only on its textual content: this conclusion is only understandable considering the queer attitude of Foucault towards his actuality. The problem of this conclusion is still
its radical dimension, because it is hypothetical – Foucault
was only imagining possibilities of resistance, possibilities
he would spend the last years of his life exploring, as I have
shown.
Nevertheless, this program of resistance was already
contained in the enigmatic conclusion, as Foucault talked
about “counter[ing] the grips of power with the claims
of bodies, pleasures, and knowledges, in their multiplicity
and their possibility of resistance.” The precision of the
multiplicity, as opposed to the unity of the dispositif of
sexuality, already put the two poles at different levels. The
tension between the pleasures and desire cannot be frontal, cannot simply be face-to-face, contrary to what Butler
claimed, and the political extent of pleasures is only possible with the constitution of a queer êthos. The tension
cannot be reduced to its political dimension, and it is only
possible to understand it retroactively thanks to Foucault’s
later ethical works, as I have tried to show.
It is finally necessary to understand this queer ethicopolicy of pleasures, regarding the Foucauldian actuality, in
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order to clarify the conclusion of the History of sexuality’s
first volume, understanding the capacity of political resistance contained in pleasures.
Conclusion
If The Will to Knowledge’s conclusion is enigmatic, I have
tried to clarify it in several ways: using the book itself,
it seems possible to understand the desire–pleasure opposition as a tension between dispositifs and resistance.
Nevertheless, this frontal opposition remains problematic
and a difficult position to hold philosophically; the use
of the following history of sexuality allows us to understand that the methodological purpose of understanding
the dispositif and the ways to resist it remained the same,
and was carried on by a deeper history of the dispositif of
sexuality. Yet, the history of sexuality only illuminates the
desire–pleasure tension in a historical way, as an opposition between two ethical substances, the aphrodisia and the
flesh, and I have shown that this history has no other methodological aim than its own surpassing in favour of the
actuality. Taking into account this Foucauldian actuality
allows us to define a queer policy of pleasures in Foucault,
associated with a queer ethics of invention of transversal
and local ways of life, meaning the operational mode of
pleasures can be understood as counter-powers.
Thus I can, at the end of this article, claim at least
three, although interrelated, results of my research: The
Will to Knowledge’s conclusion only gets its meaning retrospectively thanks to Foucault’s queer critiques of his
actuality; understanding this tension between desire and
pleasure necessitates considering a queer ethico-policy of
the Foucauldian actuality, which can only make it fully intelligible; finally, this policy of pleasures as counter-powers
is only understandable when associated with a queer ethics
of pleasures, acting through the invention of transversal
ways of life providing them their force of resistance.
This last point seems particularly potent, as it allows us
to think of a new philosophy – original, political and ethical – of pleasures. Would it be possible, based on this queer
ethico-policy of pleasures, to construct a Foucauldian philosophy of pleasure? And, thinking pleasures and actuality
as familiar concepts, did Foucault not initiate a thinking
of pleasures as carrying an always renewed actuality – a
proposition it might be possible to hold at a more ontological scale? These are only open interrogations, exceeding
the topic of this article, but which might show the way for
possible in-depth studies.
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NOTES
I chose not to translate this French word on purpose, because it seems
like neither the english word “dispositive” nor its conceptual equivalent
“deployment” could give a proper account of it.
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